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IELTS Writing Task 2 Sample 046 

WRITNG TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.  

Write about the following topic: 

Countries should produce the food that their population eats; and import as little as 
possible. To what extend do you agree or disagree? Give reasons, examples to your 
answer. 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own knowledge or 

experience.  

You should write at least 250 words. 

SAMPLE1. 

Many countries are importing a variety of food products from other countries. This trend 

happens due to the significant demand of the local markets in which consumers are more 
likely to spend money on new commodities, especially the ones that have came foreign 

countries. Hence, some people might argue that countries should be able to produce food 
for their own people instead of importing them. In this essay, it will be shown that the 

argument is inappropriate and importing the right food products is necessary. 

 Firstly, weather plays a significant role in agriculture. Not many countries have the right 

weathers to grow certain fruits. For example, sweet mangoes can mostly be found only in 

tropical countries whereas in cold weather countries, they will be less tasty. Hence, many 
Western countries prefer to import mangoes from other tropical countries. If imported 

food has to be reduced, the prices of these products will go up drastically and average 
income earners will not be able to afford. 

 Secondly, it can lead to significant pressures on the agriculture industry of a country if it 
decides to produce food for its own people and to reduce imported food. As a matter of 

fact, many countries have very limited farming land which cannot supply sufficient 

amounts of food products for the whole countries. Hence, importing food from other 
countries can reduce this burden. 

  Thirdly, importing the right products can not only enrich the diversity of the products on 
the markets but also create job opportunities for locals. For example, consumers can have 

a wider range of options when going shopping if there are both local foods and imported 
ones. At the same time, to cope with the increase in food consumption, there will be more 

demands for logistics jobs. 

  In a nut shell, countries should be able to produce foods for their own people and should 
encourage the right products to be imported so that their people can gain benefits from 

this. 
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SAMPLE2. 

Although the general trend internationally is emphasizing producing only food that 
their population eats, exporting should not be decreased. Importing and exporting 
are two faces of the same coin, but the former is always on top, the latter and the 
base. I perceive that the base is important to no let any country economically 
collapse. However, exporting is a further good experience due to the position of 
earth. My country experience had made me disagree with being importing limit food 
and produce only what our population need. 

  

 

 

 The attitude of importing little food aimlessly in any country especially in terms of 
vegetables and fruits leads to not having all various kinds of food. As a result, they 
might have physical diseases and lack of vitamins. In my country, the agriculture 
and the weather as well had resulted in encouraging exporting from other countries. 
My country is a food trade two-way. Our government believes in widening the scope 
of importing and exporting. Consequently, all kinds of food are available to people. 
For example, apples are available in our shops and supermarkets all day along. 
Exporting apples from cold countries, made it available during the year. Now, we 
have apples in winter and summer seasons as well. 

 Those who support the idea of producing only food that their population likes are 
most spreading in countries that are agriculturally reformed. They have fertile soils 
for outstanding products. Unfortunately, my country is the counterpart. 
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SAMPLE3. 

The development of technology and science has brought back unprecedented 
enormous yield and productivities presently for food industry. However, which 
arouses contradict opinions about allocating and consuming food source should 
have priority on weather domestic or international market. While there are certainly 
valid arguments, I strongly believe that internal foodstuff should be e at the top of 
the agenda. In the following essay I intend to identify the primary rationales for my 
perspectives. 

 Chief among the courses, domestic food’s supply reveals the responsibility of 
authorities and government to uphold the labor right. It is unfair when austere 
famers or workers virtually devote most of their sweat and power for agricultural 
planting or food processing without implementing their achievement. As a stark 
example ,Viet Nam, one of the most unprivileged countries suffering from long 
period of exploiting, assaulting regime understanding thoroughly the hardship and 
miserable of labors when be squeezed scarcely strength but frequently be threaten 
by stave and epidemic disease. Therefore, the fundamental human right of ensuring 
wellbeing of human reflects obviously the civilization and democracy of a nation.  

 As Another major reasons, it is note exaggerated to assert that the wealthy of a 
citizen contributing to thrive and development of country. It is undeniable the fact 
that, in any occupations, human resources always act as decisive element for 
motivation, orientation and strategies of a enterprise , company or Group. Given 
that the resultant deterioration of health and spirit originated from lack of food 
sources affected in any people in community, we hardly to witness operating 
factories take place efficiently or system machine would be active properly. Even 
though how much remarkable economical benefited from exporting food is unable 
to compensate the shortage occurring in inside country. 

 In conclusion, I again reaffirm that the liberty and thrive of a nation is unable to be 
attained if lack of appropriate legislation of allocating food source which is not equal 
that I should not export food but it is necessary to ensure the human’s benefit 
firstly. 
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